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ABSTRACT
We report new observations of the unusually active, high proper motion L5e dwarf 2MASS J13153094−2649513.
Optical spectroscopy with Magellan/MagE reveals persistent nonthermal emission, with narrow H i Balmer, Na i
and K i lines all observed in emission. Low-resolution near-infrared spectroscopy with the Infrared Telescope
Facility/SpeX Spectrograph indicates the presence of a low-temperature companion, which is resolved through
multi-epoch laser guide star adaptive optics imaging at the W. M. Keck Observatory. The co-moving companion is
separated by 338 ± 4 mas, and its relative brightness (ΔKs = 5.09 ± 0.10) makes this system the second-most-
extreme flux ratio very-low-mass binary identified to date. Resolved near-infrared spectroscopy with Keck/OSIRIS
identifies the companion as a T7 dwarf. The absence of Li i absorption in combined-light optical spectroscopy
constrains the system age to 0.8–1.0 Gyr, while the system’s kinematics and unusually low mass ratio (M2/M1
= 0.3–0.6) suggest that it is even older. A coevality test of the components also indicates an older age, but reveals
discrepancies between evolutionary and atmosphere model fits of the secondary, which are likely attributable to poor
reproduction of its near-infrared spectrum. With a projected separation of 6.6 ± 0.9 AU, the 2MASS J1315−2649
system is too widely separated for mass exchange or magnetospheric interactions to be powering its persistent
nonthermal emission. Rather, the emission is probably chromospheric in nature, consistent with an inversion in the
age–activity relation in which strong magnetic fields are maintained by relatively old and massive ultracool dwarfs.
Key words: binaries: visual – brown dwarfs – stars: chromospheres – stars: individual
(2MASS J13153094−2649513) – stars: low-mass – stars: magnetic fields
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nonthermal emission is commonly observed among the
lowest-mass stars, traced by optical line (e.g., Ca ii, H i se-
quence), X-ray, UV, and radio emission. This emission can
be both persistent (quiescent) and eruptive, with short-duration
flares from M dwarfs occurring at a rate of roughly 3% (Hilton
et al. 2010). The incidence and strength of quiescent mag-
netic activity as traced by the Hα line reaches 80% and
log10 LHα/Lbol ≈ −4, respectively, among nearby late-type M
dwarfs (Gizis et al. 2000; West et al. 2004, 2011; Schmidt et al.
2007), but both metrics decline precipitously for the cooler L
and T dwarfs (Burgasser et al. 2002b; Schmidt et al. 2007, 2010)
and sources far from the Galactic plane (West et al. 2006, 2008).
Similar declines are seen in X-ray emission, but surprisingly not
at radio frequencies (Berger 2002, 2006; Burgasser & Putman
2005; Antonova et al. 2008). Assuming that this nonthermal
emission arises from magnetic interaction, the decline with ver-
tical scale height among M dwarfs is likely an age effect, as
∗ Data presented herein were obtained at the W. M. Keck Observatory, which
is operated as a scientific partnership among the California Institute of
Technology, the University of California and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and made possible by the generous financial support of
the W. M. Keck Foundation; and with the 6.5 m Magellan Telescopes located
at Las Campanas Observatory, Chile.
6 Hellman Fellow.
7 Visiting Astronomer at the Infrared Telescope Facility, which is operated by
the University of Hawaii under Cooperative Agreement No. NNX-08AE38A
with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Science Mission
Directorate, Planetary Astronomy Program.
angular momentum loss over time results in weakened magnetic
dynamos. However, spin-down timescales exceed 5 Gyr beyond
spectral type M5 (West et al. 2008), and many late-type dwarfs
are found to be rapid rotators (P ≈ 2–10 hr; Mohanty & Basri
2003; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2006; Reiners & Basri 2008) ex-
hibiting kilogauss magnetic fields at their photospheres (Reiners
& Basri 2007; Hallinan et al. 2008). Hence, the decline in mag-
netic emission with spectral type must arise from a different ef-
fect. The favored cause is the decoupling of cooler, increasingly
neutral photospheres from magnetic structures, which reduces
magnetic stresses and the frequency of magnetic reconnection
above the (sub)stellar surface (e.g., Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister
1999; Mohanty et al. 2002; Gelino et al. 2002). Deeper re-
connection events may continue to power strong flaring bursts
observed in a handful of weakly active or inactive late-M and L
dwarfs (e.g., Reid et al. 1999; Liebert et al. 2003; Schmidt et al.
2007).
Contrary to these trends, a very rare set of low-temperature
“hyperactive” dwarfs exhibit unusually prodigious and persis-
tent nonthermal emission. One of the first examples of these
to be identified was 2MASS J13153094−2649513 (hereafter
2MASS J1315−2649; Hall 2002b; Gizis 2002), a high proper
motion L5e dwarf which has exhibited sustained but variable
Hα emission on no fewer than seven epochs spanning nearly
a decade (Hall 2002a, 2002b; Gizis 2002; Liebert et al. 2003;
Fuhrmeister et al. 2005; Barrado Y Navascue´s 2006; Kirkpatrick
et al. 2008). With log10 LHα/Lbol ≈ −4, 2MASS J1315−2649
is as active as a mid-type M dwarf, but is one to two orders
1
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Figure 1. MagE red optical spectrum of 2MASS J1315−2649 (black line) compared to the L5 dwarf spectral standard 2MASS J15074769−1627386 (Reid et al.
2000; data from Burgasser 2007a). Data for 2MASS J1315−2649 are scaled in fλ units to its estimated apparent i = 20.16 ± 0.14 and smoothed to a resolution of
λ/Δλ = 2000; data for 2MASS J1507−1627 are scaled to align at 8600 Å. Note that the apparent discrepancy over 8000–8500 Å is due to uncorrected telluric
absorption in the spectrum of 2MASS J1315−2649. Absorption features from K i, Na i, Rb i, Cs i, TiO, CrH, and FeH are labeled, as is the prominent Hα emission.
The inset box shows a close-up of the 6500–6750 Å region, highlighting the strong Hα line and absence of Li i absorption.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
of magnitude brighter in Hα than comparably classified
L dwarfs (Gizis et al. 2000; Schmidt et al. 2007). In ad-
dition, Hβ and Na i D lines have also been observed in
emission (Fuhrmeister et al. 2005). Since the photosphere
of 2MASS J1315−2649 is cool and likely to be highly
neutral, the origin of its unexpected emission remains a
mystery. Neither the kinematics nor spectral characteristics
of 2MASS J1315−2649 indicate youth, and the absence
of mid-infrared excess argues against accretion from a proto-
planetary or debris disk (Riaz & Gizis 2007). Other hyperactive
dwarfs, such as the L1e dwarf 2MASS J10224821+5825453
(log10 LHα/Lbol ≈ −3.5 to −2.7; Schmidt et al. 2007) and
the T6.5e dwarf 2MASS J1237392+652615 (log10 LHα/Lbol ≈−4.6 to −4.2; Burgasser et al. 2000, 2002b; Liebert &
Burgasser 2007; hereafter 2MASS J1237+6526) also lack ev-
idence of disk accretion and do not appear to be particularly
young. Alternative mechanisms, such as acoustic heating, un-
usually strong magnetic fields, and Roche lobe overflow from
a substellar companion have been proposed, but none of these
scenarios have been validated.
In this article, we report new observations of
2MASS J1315−2649 that reveal both continued nonthermal
optical line emission in several neutral atomic species and the
presence of a T dwarf companion at a projected separation of
7 AU. In Section 2, we describe our combined-light optical
and near-infrared spectroscopic observations, the latter of which
yields preliminary evidence for a brown dwarf companion. In
Section 3, we describe adaptive optics (AO) imaging and spec-
troscopic observations that confirm the presence of the compan-
ion and allow determination of its separation and classification.
In Section 4, we analyze the observed and inferred physical
properties of the components, the latter based on comparison to
evolutionary and atmospheric models. We also perform a coeval-
ity test to examine the reliability of these models. In Section 5,
we discuss how the properties of 2MASS J1315−2649 argue
for a magnetic origin to its persistent emission, powered by a
strong magnetic field retained by a relatively old and massive
cool dwarf. We summarize our results in Section 6.
2. OBSERVATIONS: COMBINED-LIGHT SPECTROSCOPY
2.1. Magellan/MagE Optical Spectroscopy
Moderate-resolution optical spectra of 2MASS J1315−2649
were obtained on 2011 March 26 (UT) with the Magellan
Echellette (MagE; Marshall et al. 2008), mounted on the
6.5 m Landon Clay Telescope at Las Campanas Observatory.
Conditions during the observations were clear with 0.′′6 seeing.
Two exposures totaling 3000 s were obtained at an average air-
mass of 1.003 using the 0.′′7 slit aligned with the parallactic
angle; this setup provided 3200–10050 Å spectroscopy at a res-
olution of λ/Δλ≈ 4000. We also observed the spectrophotomet-
ric flux standard EG 274 (Hamuy et al. 1994) on the same night
for flux calibration. ThAr lamps were obtained after each source
observation for wavelength calibration, and internal quartz and
dome flat-field lamps were obtained during the night for pixel
response calibration. Data were reduced using the MASE re-
duction pipeline (Bochanski et al. 2009), following standard
procedures for order tracing, flat-field correction, wavelength
calibration (including heliocentric correction), optimal source
extraction, order stitching, and flux calibration.
The red portion of the reduced spectrum is shown in Figure 1,
flux-calibrated to an apparent i-band magnitude of 20.16 ±
0.14 as estimated from Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS)
photometry and a mean i − J = 4.97 ± 0.13 color for L5
dwarfs (Schmidt et al. 2010). We confirm the characteristic
mid-L dwarf features identified in previous studies, including
strong FeH and CrH bands; weak TiO absorption (relative to
late-M and early-L dwarfs); line absorption from Na i, Rb i, and
Cs i; and the strongly pressure-broadened 7700 Å K i doublet.
The overall spectral shape is well matched to the L5 dwarf
2MASS J15074769−1627386 (Reid et al. 2000), consistent
with previously reported classifications (Gizis 2002; Kirkpatrick
et al. 2008). We confirm the absence of 6710 Å Li i absorption as
reported by Kirkpatrick et al. (2008) to an equivalent width (EW)
limit of 0.5 Å. This is well below measured EWs for equivalently
classified L dwarfs (e.g., Kirkpatrick et al. 2000). We also see no
2
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Figure 2. Close-up views of emission lines from Hγ (4342 Å), Hβ (4863 Å), Hα (6565 Å), Na i (5892 and 5898 Å), and K i (7667 and 7701 Å). Fluxes are scaled as
in Figure 1, and two separate exposures separated by 30 minutes are shown as black and red lines.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
evidence of any peculiar spectral features associated with low
surface gravities, such as enhanced VO absorption or weakened
alkali lines (Kirkpatrick et al. 2006; Cruz et al. 2009). Line
center measurements of the alkali lines indicate a heliocentric
radial velocity of −7 ± 9 km s−1.
The most striking feature in the optical spectrum of
2MASS J1315−2649 is its pronounced Hα emission. We mea-
sure an EW of −58 ± 4 Å in the MagE data, in the middle
of prior measurements that span −24 to −160 Å. We also de-
tect Hγ (4342 Å) and Hβ (4863 Å) in emission, and confirm
the presence of Na i emission as reported in Fuhrmeister et al.
(2005). In addition, we detect weak emission in the cores of the
7700 Å K i doublets, but no emission from the 5877 Å He i D3
(EW < 18 Å) or 8500–8660 Å Ca ii triplet lines (EW < 0.3 Å).8
Line profiles of detected emission features (Figure 2) show no
appreciable broadening at the 75 km s−1 velocity resolution of
8 We were unable to quantify the presence or absence of the 3935 and 3970 Å
Ca ii H and K lines due to an error in the reduction pipeline. Visual inspection
of the spectral images indicates that these lines are not present.
MagE, nor do we detect any significant velocity shift between
emission and absorption lines (ΔVrad = 4 ± 16 km s−1). As most
of these lines are superimposed on an undetected continuum, we
report in Table 1 line fluxes and relative line-to-bolometric lu-
minosities, the latter computed using the bolometric correction
(BC)/spectral type relations of Liu et al. (2010). Our measure-
ment of log10 LHα/Lbol = −4.18 ± 0.06 is similar to the first
detection made by Hall (2002b), and is again one to two or-
ders of magnitude greater than measured quiescent or flaring
fluxes for equivalently classified L dwarfs. The Balmer decre-
ment FHα/FHβ = 2.7 ± 0.3 is roughly comparable to the mean
values for non-flaring M dwarfs (Gizis et al. 2002). Hα and Hβ
emission contribute 61% and 23% of the total measured line
flux of log10 Le/Lbol ≈ −4.
2.2. IRTF/SpeX Near-infrared Spectroscopy
Low-resolution near-infrared spectra of 2MASS J1315−2649
were obtained on 2009 June 30 (UT) with the 3 m NASA
Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) SpeX spectrograph (Rayner
3
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Table 1
Optical Line Fluxes for 2MASS J13153094−2649513
Species Equivalent Width Line Flux log10 Le/Lbol
(Å) (10−17 erg s−1 cm−2)
Absorption
Li i (6710 Å) > −0.5 . . . . . .
Rb i (7802 Å) 4.9 ± 0.8 . . . . . .
Rb i (7950 Å) 5.4 ± 0.6 . . . . . .
Na i (8186 Å) 1.2 ± 0.3 . . . . . .
Na i (8197 Å) 2.5 ± 0.3 . . . . . .
Cs i (8523 Å) 4.2 ± 0.2 . . . . . .
Cs i (8946 Å) 2.9 ± 0.7 . . . . . .
Emission
Hγ (4342 Å) · · · a 4.0 ± 1.8 −5.12 ± 0.20
Hβ (4863 Å) · · · a 13.1 ± 1.5 −4.61 ± 0.08
Hα (6565 Å) −58 ± 4 34.9 ± 1.2 −4.18 ± 0.06
Na i (5892 Å) · · · a 1.6 ± 0.2 −5.50 ± 0.08
Na i (5898 Å) · · · a 2.1 ± 0.3 −5.40 ± 0.08
K i (7667 Å) · · · a 0.6 ± 0.1 −5.92 ± 0.10
K i (7701 Å) · · · a 0.9 ± 0.2 −5.79 ± 0.13
Note. a No continuum available to measure an equivalent width.
et al. 2003). Observing conditions were clear and dry with 0.′′7
seeing at the H band. We used the prism-dispersed mode of
SpeX with a 0.′′5 slit (aligned to the parallactic angle) to obtain a
continuous 0.7–2.5 μm spectrum with resolution λ/Δλ ≈ 120.
A total of eight exposures of 120 s each were obtained in two
ABBA dither pairs, nodding along the slit, at an average airmass
of 1.50. We also observed the A0 V star HD 125438 (V = 7.10)
for flux calibration and telluric absorption correction, as well
as internal flat-field and argon arc lamps for pixel response
and wavelength calibration. Data were reduced with the IDL
SpeXtool package, version 3.4 (Vacca et al. 2003; Cushing
et al. 2004), using standard settings see Burgasser & McElwain
(2006) for details.
The reduced spectrum of 2MASS J1315−2649 is
shown in Figure 3, compared to the L5 dwarf 2MASS
J21373742+0808463 (hereafter 2MASS J2137+0808; Reid
et al. 2008). Its near-infrared spectral morphology is consistent
with its L5 optical type, with strong H2O and CO absorption
bands, FeH absorption at 1.0 and 1.6 μm, and (unresolved) alkali
line absorption in the 1.1–1.3 μm region. The overall spectral
shape is again consistent with a normal L5 field dwarf, with no
evidence of an unusual surface gravity, metallicity, or cloud con-
tent (e.g., McGovern et al. 2004; Allers et al. 2007; Burgasser
et al. 2008b; Looper et al. 2008b).
There is, however, a subtle “notch” feature present at 1.62 μm
that differs from the spectrum of 2MASS J2137+0808 (see inset
box of Figure 3). This feature has previously been noted in the
combined-light spectra of L dwarf plus T dwarf binaries, arising
from the overlap of FeH absorption in the primary and CH4
absorption in the secondary (e.g., Burgasser 2007b; Burgasser
et al. 2008a; Gelino & Burgasser 2010; Geißler et al. 2011).
To characterize this feature, we performed a spectral template
fitting analysis similar to that described in Burgasser et al.
(2008a), using 295 L2–T8 spectral templates from the SpeX
Prism Spectral Libraries.9 Fluxes of these templates were scaled
to the MKs/spectral type relation of Looper et al. (2008a), and
all spectra were interpolated onto a common wavelength scale.
Restricting potential secondaries to have T spectral types, a
9 http://www.browndwarfs.org/spexprism.
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Figure 3. SpeX near-infrared spectrum of 2MASS J1315−2649 (black line)
compared to the L5 dwarf 2MASS J2137+0808 (red line; data from A. Burgasser
et al. 2011, in preparation). Both spectra are normalized at 1.27 μm. Key spectral
features are indicated. The inset box shows a close-up of the 1.50–1.75 μm
region, highlighting the notch feature that suggests the presence of a T dwarf
companion.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
total of 17,889 binary templates were constructed and compared
to the spectrum of 2MASS J1315−2649 over the wavelength
ranges 0.95–1.35 μm, 1.45–1.80 μm, and 2.00–2.35 μm using
the χ2 statistic.
Figure 4 shows the four best-fitting binary templates from
these comparisons, a combination of 2MASS J2137+0808 and
either early- or late-type T dwarfs. The addition of a T-type
companion fills in the “missing” flux at 1.58 μm, creating the
distinct notch feature at 1.62 μm and at 1.27 μm produces a
somewhat sharper J-band flux peak. Importantly, all of the
binary templates shown in Figure 4 provide statistically superior
fits to the spectrum of 2MASS J1315−2649 as compared
to 2MASS J2137+0808 alone, based on the F-test statistic
(Equations (2)–(6) in Burgasser et al. 2010a). However, we
cannot precisely constrain the properties of the secondary from
this analysis; the average spectral type of all of the template fits
weighted by the F-test probability distribution function (F-PDF)
is T3 ± 4.
3. RESOLVED IMAGING AND SPECTROSCOPY
3.1. Keck/NIRC2 Near-infrared Imaging
To more accurately characterize this putative companion,
high-resolution, near-infrared images of 2MASS J1315−2649
were obtained with the 10 m Keck II laser guide star adaptive
optics system (LGSAO; Wizinowich et al. 2006; van Dam et al.
2006) and facility NIRC2 near-infrared camera. Observations
were conducted on two runs, 2010 March 24 and 2010 May
13 (UT), both with clear skies and fair seeing (<1′′ and 0.′′5,
respectively). We used the narrow camera with image scale
9.963 ± 0.011 mas pixel−1 (Pravdo et al. 2006) covering a
10.′′2 × 10.′′2 field of view. Images were obtained through the J,
H, and Ks filters, using a three-point dither pattern that avoided
the noisy, lower left quadrant of the focal plane array. Exposure
times ranged from 30 s with eight co-adds to 120 s with two co-
adds per pointing position, with total integrations of 360–720 s in
a given filter. The sodium LGS provided the wave front reference
4
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Figure 4. Four best-fitting binary templates to SpeX data for 2MASS J1315−2649 (black lines), showing relatively scaled primary (red lines), secondary (blue
lines), and combined-light template spectra (green lines). Component source names and spectral types are listed, along with χ2 deviations between template and
2MASS J1315−2649 spectra.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
source for AO correction, while tip-tilt aberrations and quasi-
static changes were measured by monitoring the R = 12.8 field
star USNO-B1.0 0631-0348160 (Monet et al. 2003) located
ρ = 38.′′6 from 2MASS J1315−2649. Images were reduced
using custom IDL10 scripts, as described in Gelino & Burgasser
(2010).
Figure 5 displays the reduced NIRC2 images from our May
observations. A faint source is clearly present southeast of
2MASS J1315−2649, and was visible during both imaging
epochs. Relative astrometry for each epoch was measured on
the individual frames using a centroiding algorithm, and these
values were then averaged and multiplied by the pixel scale
(uncertainties include the standard deviations of the position
measurements and 0.1% pixel scale uncertainty). Relative pho-
tometry was performed on the co-added mosaics through aper-
ture photometry. As the point-spread function (PSF) of the
brighter component contributes significant flux (≈25%) to the
brightness of the fainter object, photometry for the latter was
10 Interactive Data Language.
extracted from a primary PSF-subtracted image, constructed by
rotating the frame 180◦ about the centroid of the primary and
differencing. Systematic errors in the primary subtraction were
estimated by offsetting the rotation axis over a 5 × 5 pixel grid
centered on the original centroid, subtracting, and measuring
aperture photometry on the secondary. The final photometric
values for each band and epoch were taken as the means and
standard deviations of these 25 measurements.
Results are listed in Table 2. Separations in right ascension
and declination are consistent between both epochs, and (in
conjunction with the OH-Suppressing InfraRed Integral field
Spectrograph (OSIRIS) observations described below) yield
a mean separation of 336 ± 6 mas at position angle of
146.◦4 ± 0.◦5, measured from primary to secondary. The mean
relative magnitudes are also statistically consistent between
epochs (to within 2σ ), and indicate that the companion is both
considerably fainter (ΔJ = 3.03 ± 0.03, ΔKs = 5.09 ± 0.10)
and bluer in the near-infrared. To our knowledge, this is the
second-most-extreme near-infrared flux ratio measured for an
5
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Figure 5. 1′′ ×1′′ NIRC2 J, H, and Ks images of the 2MASS J1315−2649AB system. Images are linearly scaled to optimize visibility of the faint secondary (southeast
of the primary), and are oriented with north up and east to the left.
Table 2
NIRC2 and OSIRIS Astrometry and Photometry
Parameter Value
NIRC2 epoch 2010 Mar 24 (UT)
Δα cos δ (′′) 185 ± 6
Δδ (′′) −277 ± 3
ρ (′′) 333 ± 7
θ (deg) 143.1 ± 1.1
ΔJ (mag) 3.12 ± 0.05
ΔH (mag) 4.29 ± 0.14
ΔKs (mag) 4.91 ± 0.18
NIRC2 epoch 2010 May 13 (UT)
Δα cos δ (′′) 187 ± 2
Δδ (′′) −286 ± 7
ρ (′′) 342 ± 7
θ (deg) 143.9 ± 0.5
ΔJ (mag) 3.00 ± 0.03
ΔH (mag) 4.59 ± 0.07
ΔKs (mag) 5.17 ± 0.12
OSIRIS epoch 2010 May 19 (UT)
Δα cos δ (′′) 180 ± 5
Δδ (′′) −286 ± 6
ρ (′′) 338 ± 4
θ (deg) 147.8 ± 1.2
Note. Angular separation (ρ) and position angle (θ ) mea-
sured from the brighter primary to the fainter secondary.
ultracool dwarf binary to date.11 We examine the physical
association of the companion in Section 4.3; hereafter, we refer
to the two sources as 2MASS J1315−2649A and B.
3.2. Keck/OSIRIS Near-infrared Spectroscopy
Resolved H-band spectroscopy of 2MASS J1315−2649AB
was obtained using Keck II OSIRIS (Larkin et al. 2006) and
LGSAO in mostly clear conditions on 2010 May 19 (UT).
We used the 35 mas scale camera and Hbb filter, providing
1.47–1.80 μm spectroscopy at an average resolution of 3800
and dispersion of 2.1 Å pixel−1 over a 0.′′56 × 2.′′24 field of view.
The instrument rotator was set at a position angle of −45◦ to
accommodate both components in the rectangular field of view.
11 2MASS J1315−2649 is exceeded at J band only by the young TW Hydrae
binary 2MASSW J1207334−393254AB (ΔJ = 7.0 ± 0.2, ΔK = 4.98 ± 0.14;
Chauvin et al. 2004, 2005; Mohanty et al. 2007); and at K band only by the
old, widely separated binary SDSS J141624.08+134826.7AB (ΔJ = 4.31 ±
0.02, ΔK = 6.85 ± 0.17; Burningham et al. 2010; Scholz 2010; Burgasser
et al. 2010b).
Six exposures of 600 s each were obtained at an average airmass
of 1.52 using a linear dither pattern with steps of 0.′′4 along the
long axis, and tip-tilt correction for LGSAO operation was again
provided by USNO-B1.0 0631-0348160. These observations
were followed by a 600 s exposure of a blank sky frame. We
also obtained three dithered 20 s exposures of the A0 V star
HD 107120 (V = 9.90) in natural guide star (NGS) AO mode
at an airmass of 1.56 for telluric absorption correction and flux
calibration.
Data were reduced with the OSIRIS data reduction pipeline
(Krabbe et al. 2004), version 2.3. We first subtracted the 600 s
sky frame from each of the 2MASS J1315−2649 images,
and a median-combined dark frame from the calibrator im-
ages. We then used the pipeline to adjust bias levels, remove
detector artifacts and cosmic rays, extract and wavelength-
calibrate the position-dependent spectra (using the most
current rectification files as of 2011 February), assemble three-
dimensional data cubes and correct for dispersion. Spectra for
the 2MASS J1315−2649 primary and HD 107120 were ex-
tracted directly from the data cube by aperture photometry
in each image plane, using a 3 pixel (105 mas) aperture and
10–20 pixel (350–700 mas) sky annulus. For the faint compan-
ion, light contamination from the primary was a concern, so
we first performed a partial subtraction of the primary’s radial
brightness profile. We sampled the profile over two position
angle ranges 20◦–40◦ away from the separation axis, generat-
ing a mean profile as a function of wavelength and separation.
We then subtracted this profile ±25◦ about the separation axis.
Figure 6 displays mosaics of both the original and subtracted
images, illustrating the reduced background achieved around the
companion. We measured aperture photometry for this compo-
nent in each of the subtracted image planes, using a more re-
stricted 1.5 pixel (52 mas) aperture and 3–5 pixel (105–175 mas)
sky annulus. The individual spectra for all three sources were
scaled and combined using the xcombspec routine in SpeXtool
(Cushing et al. 2004). Flux calibration and telluric correction
of the 2MASS J1315−2649AB spectra were performed using
the xtellcor_general routine in SpeXtool, assuming a 20 nm
Gaussian kernel for the A0 V H i lines (Vacca et al. 2003).
Figure 7 displays the reduced spectra of the two
components of 2MASS J1315−2649. The spectrum of
2MASS J1315−2649A has an exceptionally high signal-to-
noise ratio (S/N ≈ 200), and is similar to that of the combined-
light SpeX spectrum, with strong H2O absorption wings short-
ward of 1.55 μm and longward of 1.7 μm, and weak FeH ab-
sorption in the 1.57–1.64 μm region, all indicative of a mid-type
L dwarf. The notch feature, however, is no longer present. The
spectrum of 2MASS J1315−2649B (S/N ≈ 25 at 1.6 μm) is
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N N
Figure 6. Combined mosaics of the OSIRIS data cube for 2MASS J1315−2649AB, spanning a wavelength range of 1.55–1.60 μm. The left panel shows the original
data; the right panel shows the result of subtracting a median radial profile of the primary over a position angle range of ±25◦ around the secondary. The latter image
was used to extract the spectrum of the secondary. The field shown is 1.′′02 × 0.′′74 and is oriented as indicated by the compass.
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Figure 7. Reduced OSIRIS spectra (black lines) of 2MASS J1315−2649A (top)
and B (bottom) over 1.5–1.8 μm, compared to best-fit SpeX templates (red
lines). Spectra are normalized at 1.58 μm, with data for 2MASS J1315−2649A
and its template scaled by an additional factor of 1.5 for clarity. FeH, H2O, and
CH4 absorption bands are labeled.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
unambiguously that of a late-type T dwarf, with strong CH4
absorption at 1.6 μm.
4. ANALYSIS
4.1. Component Spectral Classifications
Component spectral types were determined by comparing the
resolved OSIRIS spectra to the SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries
templates, restricting the template sample to optically classi-
fied L dwarfs and near-infrared-classified T dwarfs. Following
a χ2-fitting procedure similar to that described above over the
1.5–1.8 μm region, we identified the L5 2MASS J2137+0808
(Reid et al. 2008) and the T7 2MASS J07271824+1710012
(Burgasser et al. 2002a) as the best-fitting templates to
2MASS J1315−2649A and B, respectively (Figure 7). An F-test
weighted average of all templates indicates mean classifications
of L3.5 ± 2.5 and T7 ± 0.6 for the components. The large un-
certainty for the former is largely due to the broad diversity of
near-infrared spectra exhibited by L dwarfs at a given optical
spectral type, arising from variations in surface gravity, metal-
licity, and cloud properties (Allers et al. 2007; Burgasser et al.
2008b; Looper et al. 2008b; Kirkpatrick et al. 2010). We there-
Table 3
Properties of the 2MASS J1315−2649AB System
Parameter Value Ref
Spectral type L5 1, 2
Est. distance (pc) 19 ± 3 1
MKO J (mag) 15.07 ± 0.05 1, 3
MKO H (mag) 14.12 ± 0.04 1, 3
MKO K (mag) 13.45 ± 0.04 1, 3
MKO J − K (mag) 1.63 ± 0.07 1, 3
μα cos δ (mas yr−1) −682 ± 13 4
μδ (mas yr−1) −282 ± 14 4
Vtan (km s−1) 65 ± 10 1, 4
Vrad (km s−1) −7 ± 9 1
U (km s−1) −38 ± 8 1
V (km s−1) −41 ± 9 1
W (km s−1) −13 ± 5 1
ρ (mas) 336 ± 3 1
ρ (AU) 6.6 ± 0.9 1
θ (◦) 336 ± 3 1
ΔJ (mag) 3.03 ± 0.03 1
ΔH (mag) 4.53 ± 0.06 1
ΔKs (mag) 5.09 ± 0.10 1
Age (Gyr) 0.8–1.0 1
Est. orbit perioda (yr) 45–60 (15–95) 1
Notes. a First range gives modal values; second range samples
the 90% confidence limits based on Monte Carlo simulation (see
footnote 15).
References. (1) This paper; (2) Gizis 2002; (3) 2MASS photometry
(Skrutskie et al. 2006); (4) Faherty et al. 2009.
fore adopt the optical L5 classification for this component and
the near-infrared T7 classification for the secondary.
4.2. Component Brightnesses, Distances, and Luminosities
Component brightnesses on the MKO12 system were
determined by converting the combined-light 2MASS JHKs and
relative NIRC2 JHKs magnitudes to MKO JHK. These conver-
sions were computed directly from the SpeX prism spectra of
2MASS J1315−2649AB (2MASS → MKO) and the best-fit
templates in Figure 7 (NIRC2 → MKO) using the appropriate
filter profiles and a Kurucz model spectrum of Vega (see
Cushing et al. 2005). The resulting combined light and com-
ponent magnitudes are listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
Both components appear to have relatively normal near-infrared
colors for their spectral types (Leggett et al. 2010).
Component distances were computed using the MKO JHK
absolute magnitude/spectral type relations of Liu et al. (2006);
12 Mauna Kea Observatory filter system; see Tokunaga et al. (2002) and
Simons & Tokunaga (2002).
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Table 4
Properties of the 2MASS J1315−2649AB Components
Parameter 2MASS J1315−2649A 2MASS J1315−2649B Difference
Observables
NIR SpT L3.5 ± 2.5 T7 ± 0.6 . . .
MKO J (mag) 15.14 ± 0.05 18.20 ± 0.06 . . .
MKO H (mag) 14.14 ± 0.03 18.66 ± 0.07 . . .
MKO K (mag) 13.45 ± 0.04 18.79 ± 0.11 . . .
MKO J − K (mag) 1.69 ± 0.06 −0.59 ± 0.12 . . .
Distance (pc) 18 ± 4 36 ± 9 17 ± 9
log10 Lbol/L (dex) −4.19 ± 0.16 −5.86 ± 0.16 . . .
Spectral model fit parameters
Teff (K) 1760 ± 70 790 ± 70 . . .
log g (cm s−2) 5.2 5.0 ± 0.5 . . .
Evolutionary models, age = 1 Gyr
Mass (MJup) 60 ± 6 16 ± 3 0.26 ± 0.03a
Teff (K) 1720 ± 150 630 ± 60 . . .
log g (cm s−2) 5.26 ± 0.04 4.57 ± 0.09 . . .
Radius (RJup) 0.90 ± 0.01 1.01 ± 0.02 . . .
Evolutionary models, age = 3 Gyr
Mass (MJup) 74 ± 2 28 ± 4 0.38 ± 0.05a
Teff (K) 1770 ± 140 670 ± 70 . . .
log g (cm s−2) 5.41 ± 0.01 4.93 ± 0.08 . . .
Radius (RJup) 0.84 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.02 . . .
Evolutionary models, age = 5 Gyr
Mass (MJup) 76 ± 2 37 ± 5 0.48 ± 0.06a
Teff (K) 1790 ± 140 690 ± 70 . . .
log g (cm s−2) 5.44 ± 0.02 5.10 ± 0.08 . . .
Radius (RJup) 0.83 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02 . . .
Evolutionary models, age = 10 Gyr
Mass (MJup) 77 ± 1 48 ± 5 0.62 ± 0.06a
Teff (K) 1790 ± 140 720 ± 70 . . .
log g (cm s−2) 5.44 ± 0.02 5.28 ± 0.07 . . .
Radius (RJup) 0.83 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.02 . . .
Note. a Mass ratio q ≡ M2/M1.
we considered both the “bright” and “faint” relations. Propa-
gating uncertainties in component spectral types and photom-
etry, and scatter in the relations, through Monte Carlo simu-
lation yielded consistent distances for each component in all
three bands and both relations, with mean values of 18 ± 4 pc
and 35 ± 9 pc for 2MASS J1315−2649A and B, respectively.
These distances are formally consistent with each other, differ-
ing at the 1.8σ level; the latter has a larger uncertainty due to
the larger photometric error for this component (Table 4). The
error-weighted mean distance of 20 ± 3 pc matches the 21.7 pc
estimate of Riaz & Gizis (2007). At this distance, the projected
separation of the components is 6.6 ± 0.9 AU, right at the peak
of the separation distribution of resolved very-low-mass field
binaries (Allen 2007).
Component luminosities were computed from the individual
MKO JHK magnitudes using BC relations as a function of
spectral type, as quantified in Liu et al. (2010). Apparent
bolometric magnitudes were converted to absolute bolometric
magnitudes by adopting a common distance of 20 ± 3 pc, and
luminosities calculated assuming Mbol, = 4.74. Luminosities
computed in each of the JHK bands were again mutually
consistent, resulting in log10 Lbol/L = −4.19 ± 0.16 and−5.86 ± 0.16 for 2MASS J1315−2649A and B, respectively.
The luminosity for 2MASS J1315−2649A is similar to other
L4.5–L5.5 field dwarfs as compiled by Golimowski et al.
(2004) and Vrba et al. (2004), while 2MASS J1315−2649B
is somewhat underluminous for its spectral type.
4.3. Kinematics and Physical Association
The similar distances and relatively small projected separa-
tion of 2MASS J1315−2649A and B indicate that these sources
are co-spatial; we also find that their space motions are aligned.
The three epochs of NIRC2 and OSIRIS relative astrometry are
consistent with each other in both right ascension and decli-
nation, and despite the short period between the observations
the high proper motion of 2MASS J1315−2649 (μα cos δ =
−682 ± 13 mas yr−1, μδ = −282 ± 14 mas yr−1; Faherty
et al. 2009) allows us to rule out either component as a (non-
moving) background star at the 9σ level. Furthermore, the mag-
nitudes and position angles of the component proper motions
are identical to within ±47 mas yr−1 (4.4 km s−1 at 20 pc)
and ±4◦. The radial motions of the two components are also
equivalent. Cross-correlation of the OSIRIS spectra with zero-
velocity spectral model templates from Allard et al. (2011; see
Section 4.4) yields identical velocities to within the uncertainties
(ΔVrad = 0 ± 9 km s−1).
With a projected tangential velocity of Vtan = 70±18 km s−1,
and adopting the radial velocity from the combined-light optical
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Figure 8. Constraints on the Teff and log g values of 2MASS J1315−2649A (at right in red) and B (at left in blue), compared to the evolutionary models of (clockwise
from upper left) Burrows et al. (1997), Baraffe et al. (2003), and Saumon & Marley (2008) (cloudy and cloudless). Solid lines trace isochrones (labeled in log10yr
in italics); dotted lines trace isomasses (labeled in solar masses). The regions constrained by component luminosities and the absence of Li i absorption in the
combined-light optical spectrum (MA  0.06 M) are indicated by vertically hatched regions. The regions constrained by spectral model fits to the OSIRIS spectra
of these components (Figure 9) are indicated by horizontally hatched regions. The dashed lines trace minimum age isochrones based on the absence of Li i.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
spectrum above, we find UVW space velocities in the local
standard of rest13 (LSR) of U = −38 ± 8 km s−1, V = −41 ±
9 km s−1, and W = −13 ± 5 km s−1. These values lie outside
the 1σ velocity spheroid for the “cold” population of nearby
L dwarfs reported by Schmidt et al. (2010), but are within
the velocity spheroid of local thick disk stars (e.g., Soubiran
et al. 2003). Both the kinematics and spectral properties of
2MASS J1315−2649 are therefore consistent with an older
dwarf system in the Galactic disk population.
4.4. Comparison to Atmospheric and Evolutionary Models
Assuming that 2MASS J1315−2649AB comprises a coeval
system, insight into the physical properties of its components
13 Assuming a solar motion of U = 10 km s−1, V = 5.25 km s−1, and W =
7.17 km s−1 in the LSR (Dehnen & Binney 1998), where the directions of
UVW follow a right-handed coordinate system.
can be obtained by joint comparison to atmospheric and evo-
lutionary models. The spectral and kinematics analyses above
suggest that 2MASS J1315−2649AB is an older system; a more
quantitative constraint comes from the absence of Li i absorption
in the combined-light optical spectrum, which is dominated by
the L5 primary. The absence of this line sets a minimum mass of
∼0.06 M for this component (Rebolo et al. 1992; Chabrier et al.
1996). Combined with its luminosity, the evolutionary models
of Burrows et al. (1997), Baraffe et al. (2003), and Saumon &
Marley (2008) indicate a minimum age for the primary ranging
from 0.8 to 1.0 Gyr. This implies a minimum secondary mass of
0.013 M, around the deuterium-burning minimum mass limit
(Chabrier & Baraffe 2000; Spiegel et al. 2011).
Figure 8 displays the regions in Teff/log g space occupied by
the components as constrained by their luminosities, the min-
imum mass of 2MASS J1315−2649A, and the evolutionary
9
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models listed above. Table 4 details specific physical proper-
ties for select ages based on the evolutionary models of Baraffe
et al. (2003). With no empirical upper limit on the age of this
system, the mass of 2MASS J1315−2649A could be above the
hydrogen-burning mass limit (M  0.072 M for τ  2 Gyr),
while the secondary must be substellar at any age. The esti-
mated mass ratio of the system, q ≡ M2/M1, is one of the
smallest inferred for a very low mass binary: ∼0.3 (∼0.6) for
an age of 1 Gyr (10 Gyr). This makes 2MASS J1315−2649AB
a unique system, given that ∼90% of resolved brown dwarf bi-
naries identified to date have q > 0.6 (Allen 2007; Burgasser
et al. 2007). Indeed, if low-mass binaries prefer to be in higher
mass ratio systems, these values further support the hypothesis
that 2MASS J1315−2649 is quite old. Teff constraints on the
components—1570–1930 K for the primary and 570–790 K for
the secondary (1σ ranges)—are again consistent with compa-
rably classified field dwarfs (Golimowski et al. 2004; Cushing
et al. 2008), with 2MASS J1315−2649B being somewhat on
the cool side for its spectral type. The lower mass limit for
2MASS J1315−2649A tightly constrains its surface gravity to
log g = 5.22–5.46 cm s−2, while 2MASS J1315−2649B has a
broader constraint of 4.46–5.35 cm s−2.
An independent assessment of the component atmospheric
parameters was made by fitting the OSIRIS spectra to the
BT-Settl models of Allard et al. (2011). These models are
based on the PHOENIX code (Hauschildt et al. 1999), and
reflect an update to the original Settl models of Allard
et al. (2003) with a microturbulence velocity field determined
from two-dimensional hydrodynamic models (Freytag et al.
2010) and updated solar abundances from Asplund et al.
(2009). We followed the same fitting procedure described in
Burgasser et al. (2010c; see also Cushing et al. 2008; Bowler
et al. 2009), using a set of solar-metallicity models sampling
Teff = 600–2500 K (100 K steps) and log g = 4.0–5.5 cm s−2
(0.5 cm s−2 steps). Model surface fluxes (in fλ units) and the
OSIRIS spectra were smoothed to a common resolution of
λ/Δλ = 3500 using a Gaussian kernel, and interpolated onto
a common wavelength grid. The data were then scaled to the
appropriate H-band apparent magnitude. Data and models were
compared over the 1.5–1.75 μm region using a χ2 statistic, with
the degrees of freedom equal to the number of resolution el-
ements sampled. An optimal scaling factor C ≡ (R/d)2 was
computed for each fit to minimize χ2, where R is the radius of
the brown dwarf and d is its distance from the Sun (Bowler et al.
2009). We further constrained our model selection by requiring
that the model-inferred distance be within 2σ of the estimated
spectrophotometric distance of the system (13–26 pc). Means
and uncertainties in the atmospheric parameters were deter-
mined using the F-PDF as a weighting factor, as above; we also
propagated sampling uncertainties of 50 K and 0.25 dex for Teff
and log g, respectively. Note that these uncertainties quantify
experimental errors; they do not account for systematic errors
that arise from the fidelity of the model fits, as discussed below.
Figure 9 displays the best-fitting models for the OSIRIS
spectra. For wavelengths shortward of 1.55 μm, the models
provide reasonably good fits to the forest of H2O lines present
in both component spectra. However, at longer wavelengths we
see deviations in the primary arising from missing FeH opacity
and a premature downturn in fluxes longward of 1.65 μm. The
latter is symptomatic of overly blue spectral energy distributions
across the near-infrared range exhibited by the models at these
temperatures. There are also deviations in model fits to the
secondary near the 1.58 μm peak and within the 1.6–1.75 μm
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Figure 9. Best-fitting BT-Settl spectral models (red lines) for OSIRIS data
(black lines) of 2MASS J1315−2649A (top panel) and 2MASS J1315−2649B
(bottom panel). The data are scaled to their apparent H-band magnitudes, while
the models are scaled to minimize the reduced χ2r (χ2/degrees of freedom).
Model parameters, χ2r , and the square roots of the scaling factors (in units of pc
R−1Jup) are indicated in the upper right corners. Noise spectra are indicated by the
gray lines.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
CH4 absorption system. Note that, quantitatively, the fit to
the secondary is better (χ2r = 1.52) than that to the primary
(χ2r = 38.4), but this mainly stems from the high S/N data
for the latter; neither fit reproduces the observed spectrum with
great fidelity. Nevertheless, visual inspection confirms that these
are the best fits among the model sample, and the inferred mean
parameters—Teff = 1760 ± 70 K and log g  5.2 cm s−2 for the
primary and Teff = 790 ± 70 K and log g = 5.2 ± 0.4 cm s−2
for the secondary—are roughly in line with estimates from the
evolutionary model parameters above.
4.5. A Coevality Test
With independent determinations of luminosity and Teff for
both components, we can now examine whether the evolution-
ary and atmospheric models are consistent with each other as-
suming the system is coeval; this is the so-called coevality test
(e.g., Liu et al. 2010). Prior studies of brown dwarf binaries
have produced mixed results with respect to this test, with a few
low-temperature systems showing evidence of ∼50–100 K off-
sets (both high and low) between evolutionary and atmospheric
models (Liu et al. 2008, 2010; Dupuy et al. 2009a, 2009b;
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Figure 10. Evolutionary tracks in luminosity vs. Teff (H-R diagram) based on the models shown in Figure 8. The tracks sample the same masses and ages but overlap
considerably and are thus not labeled; however, the oldest (most massive) tracks tend to lie along the bottom (left) of the diagrams. Values for 2MASS J1315−2649A
(top left in red) and 2MASS J1315−2649B (bottom right in blue), based on empirical luminosity estimates and spectral model fits, are indicated by the points with
error bars.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Konopacky et al. 2010). However, spectroscopic Teff’s have gen-
erally been taken from estimates of comparably classified field
dwarfs, rather than spectroscopic fits to the binary components
themselves.14 Such temperature estimation by proxy could re-
sult in systematic biases. The single exception is the T1+T6
binary  Indi BC, for which resolved optical and near-infrared
spectroscopy have enabled determinations of individual com-
ponent luminosities and Teff’s (Kasper et al. 2009; King et al.
2010), and comparison of these components on the H-R dia-
gram indicates that they are coeval with each other and with
their stellar primary (Liu et al. 2010).
For 2MASS J1315−2649AB, we find good agreement be-
tween atmospheric and evolutionary models for the primary but
not for the secondary. Figure 8 compares the Teff and log g
constraints from our spectral models fits to those from the evo-
lutionary model comparisons. The atmospheric Teff and log g
constraints for the primary overlap reasonably well for all four
evolutionary model sets, although there is less agreement for the
cloudy models of Saumon & Marley (2008). Moreover, these
14 Note that Konopacky et al. (2010) perform atmospheric model fits to
resolved component photometry, rather than spectroscopy.
values are consistent with the ∼0.8–1.0 Gyr minimum age of
the system based on the absence of Li i in the optical spectrum.
For the secondary, overlap in Teff and log g regions is not as
good, with essentially no overlap for the Saumon & Marley
(2008) cloudy models. This discrepancy can also be seen in
Figure 10, which compares the H-R diagrams for all four evolu-
tionary models to the luminosities and spectral model fit Teff’s
for the 2MASS J1315−2649 components. Both sit at the lower
envelope of the evolutionary tracks, consistent with older ages;
however, 2MASS J1315−2649B falls off the Saumon & Marley
(2008) cloudy tracks entirely.
The sense of the deviations between the model comparisons
of 2MASS J1315−2649B is that the spectral model fit Teff’s
are systematically higher than the evolutionary model Teff’s.
As we do not have any other independent constraints on
the system (e.g., age, metallicity, or component masses), we
cannot determine a priori whether this mismatch is specifically
attributable to errors in the spectral or evolutionary models.
However, based on the fits shown in Figure 9, we suspect the
former given the poor match between the BT-Settl models and
spectral data around the 1.6 μm CH4 band. This feature causes
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persistent problems in spectral model fits due to incomplete
CH4 opacities at T dwarf temperatures (Saumon et al. 2006;
Freedman et al. 2008). A decrease of just 100–200 K in the
derived secondary Teff would bring both components in precise
alignment with evolutionary models in both Teff/log g and H-
R diagrams, a shift previously suggested in prior low-mass
binary analyses (although not necessarily in the same direction;
Konopacky et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2010). It is also notable
that spectral model fits for 2MASS J1315−2649A are even
worse than those for 2MASS J1315−2649B. It may be that the
alignment of evolutionary and spectral model parameters for
this component is merely an example of “chance agreement.” In
any case, without more accurate fitting of L and T dwarf spectral
data, such coevality tests are fundamentally inconclusive about
the underlying accuracies of model-derived parameters.
We emphasize that the discrepancies noted here are only at
the 1σ level, and should be verified through more precise con-
straints on the component luminosities and Teff’s. These can
best be accomplished through a parallax distance measurement
of the system, as the distance uncertainty dominates the lumi-
nosity uncertainty. In addition, resolved spectroscopy spanning
the near-infrared (and possibly optical) range would provide a
more robust test of the atmosphere models, and allow us to test
different sets of models. Unfortunately, mass measurements for
this widely separated system are probably not feasible in the
near future. A probability analysis of the possible orbits for this
system15 predicts likely periods of 45–60 yr (15–95 yr at 90%
confidence). This rules out a “fast” astrometric orbit determina-
tion, and the relative orbital radial velocities (0.5 km s−1) are
comparable to current systematic uncertainties for isolated late-
type dwarfs (e.g., Blake et al. 2010). Despite these challenges,
the 2MASS J1315−2649 system is an important benchmark for
empirical tests of atmospheric and evolutionary models given
its proximity, well-separated components, component types, and
relatively old age.
5. WHY IS 2MASS J1315−2649 SO ACTIVE?
While the presence of a faint, substellar companion provides
useful constraints on the physical properties of the
2MASS J1315−2649 system, it also suggests that a binary
interaction could be responsible for the unusual strength and
persistence of its nonthermal emission. In a study of the compa-
rably active T6.5e dwarf 2MASS J1237+6526, Burgasser et al.
(2000) proposed that accretion of material from a binary com-
panion via Roche lobe overflow could be a mechanism for sus-
tained emission, as the inverted mass/radius relationship for
brown dwarfs allows for sustained mass loss for q < 0.6, pre-
cisely the mass limit we find for 2MASS J1315−2649AB. How-
ever, the maximum separation for Roche lobe overflow is only
a few Jupiter radii, well below the ≈15,000 RJup projected sep-
aration for this pair. Moreover, the ballistic velocity of material
impacting the surface of the primary, VB = (2GM/R)1/2 ≈
60(MJ/RJ )1/2 km s−1 ≈ 500 km s−1 (where MJ and RJ are
the mass and radius of the primary in Jupiter units) would have
been readily detectable from line broadening over a broad range
of viewing geometries. Combined with the absence of infrared
15 Period distributions were computed by Monte Carlo simulation, using a
method similar to that described in Dupuy & Liu (2007). Assuming uniform
distributions of orbital inclination, ascending node and eccentricity, and using
the observed separation as a constraint, we determined probability
distributions in eccentric anomaly, semimajor axis, and orbit period for various
system ages using the masses listed in Table 4.
excess associated with a circumstellar disk, we rule out accre-
tion from the observed binary companion as the source of line
emission.
The most likely explanation is that 2MASS J1315−2649A
possesses an unusually active chromosphere for its spectral
type, perhaps reflecting an unusually strong magnetic field.
Gizis et al. (2000) postulated an inverse relationship between
age and activity among late-type M and L dwarfs, finding that
stellar-mass (and hence older) L dwarfs were more likely to
exhibit Hα emission than younger L dwarfs in their sample
(note that Schmidt et al. 2007 find marginal evidence for the
opposite trend). Christensen et al. (2009) and Reiners & Chris-
tensen (2010) infer a similar mass dependence in the strength
and persistence of magnetic fields on brown dwarfs based on
the total energy flux available for field generation. In their
model, objects above the hydrogen-burning mass limit retain
kilogauss fields for up to 10 Gyr. If strong fields correlate with
strong chromospheres in L dwarfs (as they do for late-type M
dwarfs; Reiners & Basri 2010), then the presence of nonthermal
emission may align with kinematic, spectroscopic, and binary
mass ratio evidence that 2MASS J1315−2649 is an old sys-
tem, and 2MASS J1315−2649A is a relatively massive brown
dwarf or low-mass star with a strong magnetic field. A direct
measurement of this component’s magnetic field could be ob-
tained through Zeeman line broadening measurements in the
0.99 μm FeH Wing-Ford band (Reiners & Basri 2007, 2010;
Shulyak et al. 2010; Wende et al. 2010). However, the high
spectral resolution required for such a measurement (λ/Δλ >
30,000) makes it a challenge for this faint system; indeed, no
Zeeman broadening measurements have been reported for an L
dwarf to date. An independent issue is how such a field could
generate a persistent chromosphere in the presence of a highly
neutral photosphere. Variability in the strength of Hα emission
from 2MASS J1315−2649 over the past decade may indicate
microflaring as a viable source of heating, and a possible indi-
cator of vigorous turbulent field generation (Durney et al. 1993;
Dobler et al. 2006; Browning 2008). Alternately, Helling et al.
(2011) have hypothesized that dust grain ionization and elec-
tron avalanche (i.e., lightning) could locally increase the photo-
spheric ionization fraction and magnetic field coupling in dusty
L dwarfs, although early models appear to favor this mechanism
in younger, lower-mass brown dwarfs and exoplanets. A con-
nection between magnetic activity and “cloudiness” has yet to
be explored.
For completeness, we note that because of its rela-
tively wide separation, magnetic interaction between 2MASS
J1315−2649A and B is an unlikely source of emission in this
system. Magnetospheric interactions over scales of up to ∼50 R∗
have been implicated in outbursts from solar-mass T Tauri bina-
ries (Massi et al. 2006, 2008). However, the estimated ∼30 R∗
size of a typical L dwarf magnetic field (Schrijver 2009)16 is still
several orders of magnitude smaller than the projected separa-
tion of the 2MASS J1315−2649 binary. In addition, the possi-
bility that the observed nonthermal emission arises from the sec-
ondary, rather than the primary, is unlikely. This scenario would
imply a relative emission luminosity of log10 LHα/Lbol ≈ −2.5
for the secondary, an amplitude seen only during exceptionally
large flare bursts from M and L dwarfs (e.g., Schmidt et al. 2007;
Hilton et al. 2010). While other interactions could be postulated
(e.g., magnetic wind interactions, Kozai-like perturbations of an
16 The field size is take to be the Chapman–Ferraro radius, where the magnetic
field pressure balances ram pressure from the interstellar medium. This size
scales as a weak function of the magnetic field strength, with RCF /R∗ ∝ B1/3.
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unseen third component), these scenarios are far more complex
than the simple hypothesis of enhanced chromospheric emission
powered by a strong magnetic field around a relatively old and
massive cool dwarf. In other words, while the presence of a low-
mass T dwarf secondary in this system is certainly intriguing, it
appears to play no role in the observed nonthermal emission.
6. SUMMARY
We have identified a T7 brown dwarf companion to the
unusually active L5e dwarf 2MASS J1315−2649, a source that
continues to exhibit strong H i and alkali line emission despite its
late spectral type. Resolved imaging and spectroscopy confirm
the pair to be co-moving and co-spatial, and evolutionary
models indicate an unusually low mass ratio as compared
to other low-mass field binaries. The spectral and kinematic
properties of both components confirm prior indications that
this system is relatively old (τ  0.8–1.0 Gyr), and likely a
member of the old Galactic disk population. Joint comparison
to atmospheric and evolutionary models (a coevality test) also
supports an older age for this system, but reveals discrepancies
in the case of the secondary; we suspect these are due to
continued shortcomings in the modeling cool brown dwarf
spectra. The age and separation of the system, coupled with
the narrow emission lines and absence of mid-infrared excess,
rule out accretion from or magnetic interaction with the T
dwarf secondary as the emission source. Rather, we attribute
it to an unusually strong magnetic field as predicted by energy
flux scaling arguments for relatively old and massive low-mass
dwarfs. A direct test of this hypothesis can be achieved through
Zeeman line broadening measurements, although the source
of chromospheric heating remains a separate issue. Whether
the larger sample of hyperactive cool dwarfs are also old and
relatively massive and possess strong magnetic fields remains
to be determined, but hints at a remarkable inversion of the
standard age–activity relationship for low-mass stars.
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